nora® pads
FOUR CLEANING PADS.
SOME WATER.
THAT IS THE NORA SYSTEM.

The cleaning system for economically and ecologically preserving
the value of nora® rubber floor coverings.
nora® pads are floor cleaning disks that are impregnated with countless, microscopically small diamonds.
The flooring is mechanically cleaned and polished – just with water and absolutely no chemicals at all.
nora® pads are suitable for day-to-day care as well as for repairing extremely soiled or damaged floorings.
They can be used with most standard types of machine and are available in different sizes. nora® pads were
exclusively developed for nora® rubber floor coverings.

Apply Water

Clean the flooring with nora® pads

A clean result

The unique advantages of nora® pads and how you beneﬁt from them:
nora® pads only require
water to clean the flooring:
no chemicals, wax or polish.
nora® pads have been developed
specifically for cleaning, finishing,
and renovating nora® floorings.

Ecological and economic
cleaning; the usual day-to-day
cleaning procedure stays the
same.

No more costs for cleaning
products.

Preservation or enhancement
of your investment throughout
its entire life cycle.

nora® pads are a consistent continuation of the nora system blue® philosophy, an economical and ecological solution
for safeguarding the value of nora® premium rubber floorings.

Four different pads.
Four different applications.

Pad 0 is used for daily maintenance cleaning and
polishing of structured noraplan® floor coverings as
well as noraplan® uni, noraplan® unita and
noraplan® ultra grip.
Pad 1 is used for daily maintenance cleaning of smooth
noraplan® floor coverings as well as norament® floor
coverings with hammerblow or cubic structure. Coverings
which have already been cleaned or freshly-laid coverings
can also be finished in a single operation.
Pad 2 is suitable for scheduled or intensive intermediate
cleaning of smooth noraplan® floor coverings as well as
norament® floor coverings with hammerblow or cubic
structure and thus creates the basis for the daily usage
of Pad 1.
Pad 3 removes coarse dirt as well as scratches on smooth
noraplan® floor coverings as well as norament® floor
coverings with hammerblow or cubic structure and is ideal
during restoration work; in particular where satisfactory
results can no longer be achieved using conventional
cleaning measures.
nora® pads can only be used for nora® floor coverings.
They are not suitable for other flexible or laminated
coverings.
Please see our website www.nora.com
for more details on using nora® pads.

Fully equipped for any job: nora® pads in 4 strengths and 6 different sizes

Cleaning. From daily care to intensive cleaning

Finishing. Clean coverings first and then polish to a high gloss

Refurbishment. Removing the most stubborn dirt and scratches

nora® pads – the perfect complement to nora system blue®.
As an additional item, nora® pads are the perfect complement to nora system blue®.
This coordinated overall system is sustainability-oriented and certified and combines nora® rubber floor coverings with
selected installation materials, both low emissions. The coordinated system construction is subjected to the most stringent
emission tests and both the selected nora® floor coverings and nora system blue® installation materials have been
awarded the „Blue Angel“ eco-label (RAL-UZ 120 and 113).
Our nora pads® complete this all-in-one system range with an environmentally-friendly and sustainable cleaning and
care solution.

The system design:
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1 primer 2 filler 3 adhesive 4 floor covering

For further information please refer to our nora system blue® brochure and see our website:
www.nora.com
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